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Introduction

Imagine the Southern California of the future. Will it still have traffic-choked freeways, ever-increasing pollution, and neighborhoods divided by lines of wealth and poverty? Or will it have smog-busting transit and bike lanes, playgrounds and parks, and housing that everyone can afford?

That’s the choice facing planners, community groups, elected officials, and land use attorneys today. This guide is a tool for people who are working to create a future for Southern California that is cleaner, greener, and more prosperous for everyone who lives here.

Southern California is in the midst of a radical transformation driven by smart growth ideals and an influx of investment into new and existing public transit. The key question facing our communities is this: how can development happen so that everyone benefits, and nobody is left behind?

After years in which development patterns were characterized by sprawl and increased automobile dependency, the benefits of locating housing and amenities near public transit are receiving renewed interest from communities and local governments. Transit-oriented development—or “TOD”—is a smart growth planning and design concept that has become increasingly popular across the country as a strategy to improve our built environment while also reducing greenhouse gas emissions. TOD refers to the creation of compact, mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly communities located around public transit corridors. Proponents envision healthy communities where housing is located near jobs and public transportation, and schools, health care, groceries, and other essential services are within walking distance. For the past several years, lawmakers have been taking notice of the concept’s potential to both improve quality of life in our communities and help the environment.

The California legislature adopted Assembly Bill 32 in 2006—the nation’s first comprehensive program to achieve greenhouse gas reductions using market and regulatory mechanisms. As a means to achieve AB 32’s greenhouse gas reductions goal, Senate Bill 375 was subsequently adopted in 2008. The law requires regional transportation planning to be
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coordinated with land use planning in order to stimulate housing production around transit, reduce reliance on cars, and, ultimately, reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Measure R, passed by Los Angeles County voters in 2008, is projected to invest $40 billion into the region’s transportation infrastructure over 30 years; in the coming years, the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) hopes to improve existing facilities and expand the region’s rail network to over 150 stations covering nearly 185 miles. As resources flow into the region, planners, developers, and politicians are eyeing rail stations as potential catalysts for development. City of Los Angeles policy has also started to focus on the development potential near transit by planning for dense, walkable, bikeable, mixed-use, and mixed-income neighborhoods near transit.

What Is the Choice Facing Southern California Communities?

The combined forces of SB 375 and Measure R call for more compact, dense development and investment in transit nodes that may dramatically change the fabric of existing Southern California communities. Smart growth policies and transit-oriented development have the potential to provide great benefit to neighborhoods, serving as a mechanism for community revitalization. Documented benefits include: providing affordable housing for residents with low income around major transit stops; increasing community access to jobs, services, and amenities; reducing traffic congestion and greenhouse gas emissions by increasing public transportation ridership; and attracting public investment into communities and spurring economic activity.

However, some of the greatest impacts of transit-oriented development and other smart growth policies also include increased housing prices, neighborhood gentrification, potential destruction of affordable homes, displacement of existing low-income households and small businesses in vulnerable neighborhoods, and fewer opportunities for affordable housing developers who are priced out of the market.

How can community-based advocates capitalize on the opportunity that Measure R and SB 375 bring to ensure that transit-oriented development provides gains to current residents and existing neighborhoods? Will smart growth measures like SB 375 be implemented in a way that positively shape the landscape of our respective neighborhoods, help grow existing businesses, and open the opportunity of jobs, new homes and apartments, and improved services to current residents? Or will they drive out businesses and turn existing residents into faraway commuters to a gleaming city whose prosperity is further out of reach? As described in this guide, Los Angeles has income and housing characteristics that render its neighborhoods particularly vulnerable to forces of gentrification and displacement associated with smart growth and transit-oriented development.

What Does This Guide Do?

This guide is intended to provide Southern California housing advocates with an understanding of certain opportunities and legal tools for influencing affordable housing and land use policies at four distinct phases of sustainable transit planning and development: the regional, local, neighborhood, and project-specific levels. To address some of the risks that are specific to the Southern California region, and to capitalize on some of the opportunities that come with transit-oriented development, this guide specifically focuses on laws affecting affordable housing and regional and local planning, zoning, and land disposition policies. Additionally, although this guide discusses tools available throughout Southern California, it also specifically identifies opportunities in the City and County of Los Angeles.

This guide concludes with the need for meaningful community input at all levels of smart growth planning processes and transit development. With meaningful input and accountability, Southern California can realize a
smog-busting, transit-friendly vision and a healthy tomorrow that includes everyone. Without it, the benefits of transit investment in Southern California may be undercut by market and regulatory forces that spur gentrification, displacement, and disruption of local communities.

Need for Affordable Housing in Los Angeles

It is no secret that affordable housing is in short supply in the Los Angeles region. The City Housing Element (the local housing plan) forecasts a need for over 40,000 affordable units by 2014— in 2010 the City reported it had only issued permits for a little over 4,300 of those units. The County Housing Element forecasts a need for over 23,000 affordable units by 2014— in 2009 the County reported it had only issued permits for a little over 150 of those units. On any given night in Los Angeles County, over 51,000 people are homeless. As Los Angeles struggles to meet this massive need for affordable housing, market forces continue to drive the development of homes that are priced out of reach for most residents. These developments occupy scarce available land that could otherwise be used for affordable housing or other community-serving purposes.

Los Angeles communities have already experienced higher rents associated with smart growth strategies. One report discusses gentrification and the risk of displacement in ethnic enclaves in Los Angeles—stating that existing city growth strategies have “catered to the city’s higher income working professionals.” The report found that low-income renters and families with children and seniors with limited incomes were most vulnerable to displacement. Meanwhile, smart growth measures like the adaptive reuse ordinance in Los Angeles have produced mostly homes affordable to families making over $90,000 per year.

The Downside of Smart Growth: Higher Rents, More Cars, Less Public Transit Use?

The 2010 Census reports that Los Angeles is among the most racially segregated cities in the nation. Unless advocates take steps now to deliberately incorporate measures to address housing inequity, smart growth policies and transit-oriented development may exacerbate the problem. Numerous studies have shown that transit development results in higher housing costs for properties located near transit. According to a recent study by the Dukakis Center for Urban and Regional Policy, “new transit stations can set in motion a cycle of unintended consequences in which core transit users are priced out in favor of higher-income, car-owning residents who are less likely to use public transit for commuting.” The study found a “stunningly high incidence” of disproportionate rises in rents and housing values in transit-rich neighborhoods when compared to the wider metropolitan area. Along with higher housing cost burdens, the study also found an increase in household income, rising numbers of car-owning households, and reduced use of public transit for daily commuting. Meanwhile, multiple studies have shown that people with low income, people of color, and renters are more likely to use transit and to live in households without vehicles than other Americans.

A study by the Center for Transit-Oriented Development demonstrates that Los Angeles is susceptible to many of the same transit-related gentrification patterns noted in the Dukakis Center study. Namely, residents of existing transit-rich neighborhoods in Los Angeles are three times more likely to use transit, walk, or
bike to work, but also have lower household incomes than the rest of the region and are significantly more likely to be renters. These households typically make less than $30,000 per year and are the groups most susceptible to displacement when property values rise and trigger higher rents. In Los Angeles, households with the lowest income (earning less than $25,000 per year for a family of four) reside in the urban core, directly in the path of existing and planned transit expansion.

Since the benefits of transit-oriented development do not automatically flow to low-income communities and communities of color, what happens if these communities are pushed out of the urban core by the forces that come with transit investments? Communities can be fractured and jobs, homes, and social and economic networks destroyed. Also, commute times and transportation costs may increase as these households search for homes they can afford in far flung suburbs.

There are ways to prevent the downside of smart growth—if advocates act fast to ensure coordination of affordable housing and land use policies with planned transit investments and smart growth strategies. This means protections for those at risk of being displaced, and new opportunities for accessible, affordable housing. In addition to addressing basic notions of equity, such policies will also be needed to preserve a thriving and well-utilized transit system in Los Angeles.

---

**Market Forces Left to Their Own Devices: The Downside of Smart Growth in Portland, Oregon**

Portland’s Orenco Station development is located in an affluent, suburban neighborhood with few low-income residents or transit users. The project, which includes a town center, single-family units smaller than the city average, condominiums, and apartments, broke ground in 1996.

Most of the homeowners at Orenco Station are either retired, or young high tech employees who are single or married with no children. The community is ethnically homogenous, with 95% of residents self-identifying as white. The median household income ranges from $6,500 to $7,000 per month. Following the pattern of other higher-income TOD projects, as of 2007, the residents of Orenco Station report using public transit for occasional trips. In fact, 64% of residents drive to work in single occupancy vehicles, and only 15% use mass transit to get to work. Considering the high cost of living in Orenco Station and the low wages provided by the retail establishments in the town center, employees of the commercial establishments are unable to afford to live in the community.
How Does SB 375 Change the Legal Landscape?

SB 375 operates at the regional level and is designed to encourage development near transit by aligning transportation planning with housing planning, offering expedited CEQA review for projects that meet certain standards, and, to some degree, making transportation funding contingent upon compliance with the law’s objectives. However, the power to make land use and development decisions remains in the hands of local government, suggesting that municipal policy should not be lost as a focus for advocates.  

The impact that SB 375 will have in encouraging affordable housing around transit nodes remains to be seen. The current framework effectively requires regional planning for more dense development in existing urban areas. It also requires each metropolitan planning organization to plan for regional housing needs by adopting a sustainable communities strategy. But, as with state housing element law, there are no requirements under the sustainable communities strategy to build affordable housing. The three major aspects of SB 375 are described below.

A. Sustainable Communities Strategy

Each metropolitan planning organization must now include a “sustainable communities strategy” as part of its federally-required regional transportation plan. The sustainable communities strategy is the land use blueprint by which the region will plan to achieve its greenhouse gas reduction target. The sustainable communities strategy must identify areas within the region sufficient to accommodate projected housing needs, including the need for affordable housing for households with low income, and set forth a forecasted development pattern for the region, which, when integrated with transportation measures and policies, will reduce greenhouse gas emissions through a reduction in vehicle miles travelled. To meet its targets, the sustainable communities strategy should encourage urban infill, projects mixing residential and commercial development, and new residential development near public transportation.

Because federal law requires that projects with federal transportation funding be consistent with the regional transportation plan, and the regional transportation plan now requires a sustainable communities strategy, local government decisions must be consistent with the sustainable communities strategy in order to qualify for federal transportation funding. Note, a loophole exists. If a region’s sustainable communities strategy cannot show how its greenhouse gas reduction targets will be met, that region can instead adopt an “alternative planning strategy” which is not required to match current planning assumptions, and does not become part of the regional transportation plan. (This loophole is not likely to apply in the Southern California region. As noted below, the Southern California Association of Governments will be adopting its sustainable communities strategy in April 2012 and expects to meet its reduction targets).

San Diego’s metropolitan planning organization adopted its sustainable communities strategy on October 28, 2011, making it the first agency in California to do so. The plan demonstrated that it would meet the emissions reduction target, but questions remain about whether it meaningfully encourages and preserves transportation, housing, and energy policy have been viewed as separate spheres with little or no coordination on the federal, state, and local level for too long... - Representative John Olver, House Appropriations Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development
affordable housing near transit, and whether it encourages urban infill development—in part because most of the region’s transit funding was already committed to highways.31

The sustainable communities strategy is discussed further in the section of this guide devoted to regional strategies.

**B. Regional Housing Needs Assessment and Housing Element Changes**

Each city and county in California must create a general plan, the blueprint for development throughout the entire community. The general plan must contain a “housing element,” which identifies, analyzes, and plans for existing and projected housing needs for all economic segments of the community. Under the state-mandated regional housing needs assessment process, the metropolitan planning organization periodically allocates a “fair share” of the region’s housing needs, by income level, to each local government. The local governments, in turn, are required to plan to accommodate this allocation in their housing elements.32

Prior to the passage of SB 375, the regional housing needs assessment process was entirely separate from the regional transportation planning process. Beginning with the next regional transportation plan, these two processes will be synchronized to occur every eight years.33 This alignment will enable each region to plan for land use and transportation development in accordance with its projected population growth and housing needs. Importantly, the regional housing needs assessment must be consistent with the development pattern set forth in the sustainable communities strategy.34 To that end, SB 375 requires the sustainable communities strategy to identify areas within the region that can provide sufficient housing for all economic segments of the region. Further, in developing the strategy, a metropolitan planning organization must consider overarching statewide housing principles: that early attainment of decent housing for every individual is a priority of the highest order; that provision of affordable housing requires government cooperation at all levels; and that local governments have the responsibility to make adequate provision for the housing needs of all economic segments of the community.35 The regional housing needs assessment, including allocation to each municipality in the Southern California region, will be finalized in October 2012. Further changes to housing element law are described in the section of this guide discussing municipal strategies.

**C. CEQA Incentives**

CEQA is a comprehensive California statute that requires cities to anticipate and to attempt to mitigate adverse environmental impacts of development projects. As a compliance-inducing incentive, SB 375 provides streamlined CEQA review (up to full exemptions in some cases) for residential and transit priority projects that are consistent with either the sustainable communities strategy or alternative planning strategy. This streamlined review process is described in the section of this guide discussing project-specific strategies.
Strategies to Create and Preserve Affordable Housing Near Transit

Below is a selection of strategies to impact transit planning and affordable housing development and preservation at the regional, municipal, neighborhood, and project-specific levels:

A. Regional Input Strategies

Planning and policy decisions that affect the dynamics of communities and the lives of residents with low income are increasingly being shifted to regional, rather than local, governance bodies. Metropolitan planning organizations are responsible for developing the regional transportation plans required by the federal government, and SB 375 has aligned regional transportation planning with local land use planning (which directly affects affordable housing). In response, advocates who have traditionally focused on local and neighborhood campaigns must find a way to bring that local voice into regional systems. This guide suggests two areas in which communities can engage at the regional level in order to help increase availability of affordable housing in neighborhoods near transit.

1. The Sustainable Communities Strategy

Why is it important to impact the sustainable communities strategy given that final land use decisions are left to local governments under the SB 375 framework? SB 375 is a relatively new framework with evolving implementation measures. It remains to be seen how powerful the sustainable communities strategy will be in addressing equitable TOD. However, regional planning under the sustainable communities strategy may still offer a useful opportunity for advocacy. A sustainable communities strategy with strong affordable housing language could support the argument that a project without affordable housing is inconsistent with the regional transportation plan – and therefore ineligible for federal funding. Likewise, projects consistent with the sustainable communities strategy will likely qualify for additional types of funding, as private funders and government agencies join the movement to support more smart growth initiatives.

SB 375 requires each metropolitan planning organization to create and adopt a public participation plan for development of the sustainable communities strategy or alternative planning strategy, including convening workshops at locations throughout the region and holding at least three public hearings on the draft strategy.

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) is the metropolitan planning organization for the greater Los Angeles area. SCAG is the nation's largest metropolitan planning organization, representing six counties, 191 cities, and more than 18 million residents. Demonstrating some of the challenges to impacting regional policy, SCAG is governed by a Regional Council of 83 members. Most governing districts within the SCAG region have one member on the Regional Council. However, Los Angeles County has two delegates and Los Angeles City, due to its population size, has its entire City Council of 15 members, and the Mayor as an at-large member.

SCAG released its draft regional transportation plan and sustainable communities strategy in December 2011. SCAG’s final regional transportation plan and sustainable communities strategy will be released in April 2012.

Action Item: Sign up to receive meeting notices from SCAG and support groups that are commenting on the need for the draft to incorporate meaningful programs to preserve and expand affordable housing around transit. Often, jobs proximate to housing pay wages that are too low for workers to afford the housing, and reduced transportation costs do not make up the difference in increased housing costs. Strive for measures in the sustainable communities strategy that achieve a
jobs/housing “fit”—like performance measures and programs to help people afford to live where they work and commute shorter distances—that can help lead to a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.

**Action Item:** Get involved in the implementation of the sustainable communities strategy when your municipality adopts its next housing element, as discussed in the section of this guide addressing municipal input strategies.

---

### 2. Land Disposition and Development Policies

Regional transit agencies are public agencies that plan and operate public transportation service for a particular metropolitan area. In the Los Angeles region, Metro is responsible for operating bus and rail services. While the primary purpose of a regional transit agency is to provide public transportation services, these agencies also function as land owners, and in some cases, developers. Typically, when expanding and building out the transit system, a regional transportation agency will take ownership of land—either a right-of-way for a rail line or larger parcels needed for the construction of stations. In some cases, after construction of the rail line and station area, the agency will be left with surplus land. Due to Measure R and Metro’s 30/10 plan, under which Metro seeks to accelerate the Measure R timetable and build 12 mass transit projects in 10 years, Metro will likely acquire a large amount of property in the coming years—sites that may have potential for affordable housing development in the future.

Transit agencies dispose of land generally in one of two ways: a sale of surplus property or a joint development project.

#### Sale of Surplus Property

State law requires a local agency, before disposing of surplus land, to send a written offer to sell or lease the land for the purpose of developing low- and moderate-income housing to the local governing body authorized to develop affordable housing. The local governing body is also expressly permitted to convey the land to a private or nonprofit developer to build affordable housing. In Los Angeles, Metro has an internal policy on disposition of surplus land which grants a right of first offer to public agencies for affordable housing use. The internal policy requires Metro to sell the land for fair market value unless, after approval from the CEO or Board, it is determined that it is in the best interest of Metro to sell for less than fair market value. Property purchased with federal funds may also be subject to federal law and regulations.

#### Joint Development

A transit agency may also elect to partner directly with a public or private developer in order to develop a TOD site. This process, referred to as “joint development,” may involve either the sale or lease of transit agency-owned property. Generally, a regional transit agency’s joint development policies are designed to maximize revenue by leveraging real estate assets for the most profitable use. A 2010 report by FRESC and Enterprise Community Partners also suggests that some transit agencies are becoming more inclined to sell or lease to affordable housing developers, or engage in joint development projects that include some affordable housing. The report discovered at

---

*Providing affordable housing choices that shorten travel distances to work is cost-effective for working families and beneficial to long term goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions...*

—Secretary Shaun Donovan, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
least nine transit agencies that currently have joint development policies that include affordable housing and noted the creation or planned development of nearly 5,000 affordable units through transit agency joint development. Agencies with joint development affordable housing policies report benefits that help fulfill their primary transit mission. Specifically, agencies report that transit-adjacent affordable housing generates increased ridership, which induces higher fare revenue and increased competitiveness for federal grants.

Portland’s policy to encourage location efficient housing demonstrates the potential to achieve affordable housing. The Portland-area transit agency purchased property adjacent to a transit stop and then sold the property to a local community development corporation “at a discount price that reflects the public purpose mission to provide rental units at below-market rates.” The project, known as Patton Park Apartments, includes 54 affordable units and ground-floor commercial space.

Metro’s own policy on joint development encourages, but does not require, projects with a residential component to provide a range of housing types to meet the needs of a diversity of household incomes. According to the FRESC/Enterprise report, 22% of the residential units created in Los Angeles County through Metro’s joint development efforts are affordable homes. For example, Metro has included affordable housing in its joint development projects, such as the Westlake/MacArthur Park project on the Red Line, which will include over 100 units of affordable housing.

The FRESC/Enterprise report notes that the majority of affordable homes produced through transit agency efforts were financed with federal low-income housing tax credits and that some agencies that produced housing did so in areas with land use policies, like inclusionary housing, that required it. This speaks to the importance of coordinating subsidy and affordable housing land use policy with transit agency joint development policy to achieve success.

**Action Item:** Identify surplus property owned by Metro or that might be acquired by Metro and later become surplus. This land presents a great opportunity for collaboration between public agencies and community-based organizations, whereby groups can help ensure that community input shapes the final disposition and development of those properties. Advocates may consider making the case that it is in the best interest of the regional transit agency to transfer surplus land to affordable housing developers in order to increase ridership.

**Action Items:** Work with transit agencies on internal policies regarding disposition of surplus property and joint development that identify subsidies for, and meaningfully encourage, affordable housing. In this time of diminishing public subsidies, the ability of public agencies to acquire land directly and hold it while financing is put together for affordable homes is also important. If federal barriers are presented to the sale of such properties, advocates should seek long-term leases to effectuate the transfer, or consider policies that lower the land cost to the developer now and make up the difference in future fares from increased ridership due to the affordable units. Finally, advocates can rely on data suggesting that affordable housing is needed to maintain and increase core ridership.
Denver Regional Transportation District Affordable Housing Policy

In 2010, the Denver Regional Transportation District (RTD) amended its Strategic Plan for Transit-Oriented Development. Following targeted advocacy by a local group, the RTD Board voted to include an Affordable Housing Policy Statement in the TOD Strategic Plan, and include affordable housing goals in the RTD’s Joint Development Policy. The TOD Strategic Plan states:

“RTD will work with local governments to understand the affordable housing needs for their communities, and will encourage transit oriented development and/or joint development that addresses affordable goals of local communities and the region, working with all applicable legal limitations and parameters.”

The RTD Joint Development Policy was amended to include a provision that requires the consideration of affordable housing in any residential joint development proposal. The policy states:

“Prior to issuance of a RFP or entering into negotiations for a land transaction involving potential residential uses, RTD and the local governmental entity will collaborate to evaluate the subject parcel for a potential affordability goal.”

If an affordable housing goal is established for any parcel, the Joint Development Policy requires that RFQs/RFPs must include the affordable or mixed income goals. Evaluation of the proposals will then allocate “additional points for projects in alignment with the affordability goal and demonstrated ability to execute.”

B. Municipal Input Strategies

Despite the SB 375 regional planning mandate, cities still have the ultimate power to approve development projects and dictate zoning that shapes the build out of a community. For example, it is the city that makes the ultimate decision to approve a developer’s application to develop housing near transit, or to convert rent-stabilized homes to luxury condominiums. In many ways, engagement at the municipal level is the most direct way to influence transit-oriented development.

1. Local Policies and Ordinances.

The following are several smart growth municipal policies that could greatly improve the provision and protection of affordable housing in areas near transit:

Inclusionary Housing and Density Bonuses

Inclusionary housing (or inclusionary zoning) is a widely-used smart growth zoning tool requiring developers to include a certain percentage of affordable housing units in new residential development. In return, developers receive density bonuses, zoning variances, and other assistance to reduce construction costs. By requiring affordable housing at the same time that market rate housing is built, it helps to ensure a mix of housing affordability levels. Although recent legal challenges in California may be viewed as barriers by cities who wish to implement this tool, there are in fact a number of viable alternative ways to achieve affordable housing in market-rate projects. State density bonus law is another smart growth tool requiring municipalities to enact ordinances offering density and other development incentives when a developer volunteers to provide affordable housing in its project. Inclusionary and density bonus policies that require or incentivize affordable housing are important because they generally work without public subsidy and, in concert with preservation measures, have great potential for increasing affordable housing in areas near transit where density and development are already planned. In
addition to supporting citywide inclusionary and density bonus measures, advocates can also push for these types of measures in overlay zones, station area and specific plans, and for statewide measures that clarify the ability of jurisdictions to mandate affordable rental housing in new development. These types of policies can get results. A 2009 Lincoln Institute of Land Policy of four statewide smart growth programs showed that those smart growth programs generally resulted in an increase in the percentage of income spent on housing; however, the State of New Jersey, with its fair share housing inclusionary program, ranked first in a ranking of affordability factors—over other states without such programs.

TOD Overlay Zones

An overlay zone is part of a city’s general zoning code, but is superimposed on the existing zoning map, in effect modifying the underlying zoning classifications. Cities can create TOD overlay zones around major transit stops and station areas, providing for a comprehensive package including density bonuses, reduced parking requirements, waived or reduced development fees, and affordable housing. An overlay zone may be an appealing policy choice for a city because it does not require revisions of the existing zoning code or significant changes to city development plans. For example, the Town of Corte Madera has used overlay zoning to create an affordable housing overlay zone offering designated development standards to developers that build affordable housing.

TOD Acquisition Fund

Acquisition funds can offer grants or low interest loans to nonprofit developers to acquire property for the development and preservation of affordable housing around transit. Advocating for such funds at all levels of government can help ensure access to below market financing needed by nonprofit developers at the project-specific level. TOD acquisition funds are discussed in greater detail in the project-specific section of this guide.

Coordinated Preservation Strategy

Cities should collect and organize data and maintain an early warning system to track affordable housing at risk of losing its affordability restrictions. In addition, cities should enforce the notice and purchase offer rights already enshrined in California state law with respect to affordable properties at risk of converting to market rate. TOD acquisition funds should then be coordinated, allowing nonprofits to access funds to preserve existing affordable housing near transit. In cities like Los Angeles that maintain rent-stabilized homes near transit that house our workforce, policies are also needed to ensure transit investment and development do not spur increased demolition or conversion of these homes to luxury condominiums, and to protect renters from unjust evictions.

Expiring Use Data – Los Angeles

The need for proactive preservation strategies in Los Angeles is underscored by data regarding the number of units with current affordability restrictions that are set to expire in the near term. Of the 64,494 total such units identified in the City of LA’s current housing element, 14,594 (24%) units risk the loss of affordability between 2008 and 2013 due to the termination of rental subsidies or expiration of covenants, with an additional 6,983 (11%) at risk from 2013 to 2018. More than 50% of all federally-assisted units in Los Angeles are located within a quarter mile of a transit stop, and 82% of these transit-adjacent units benefit from affordability restrictions or subsidy contracts that are scheduled to expire by 2014. Aggressive preservation efforts are needed to avoid considerable losses to LA’s affordable housing stock.
2. Housing Element

As discussed previously, state law requires every municipality to adopt a housing element as part of its general plan. Technically, because it is part of the general plan, a city must take actions consistent with its housing element. Even before the changes to housing element law made by SB 375, the consistency requirement and other elements of the law were successfully used to obtain dedicated land and dollars for affordable housing. For example, local groups in Fillmore sued the City when it attempted to approve an exclusive upper-income housing development on land that could have been used for affordable housing. Without a valid updated housing element, the local groups argued that the City could not make such an approval and the development was per se inconsistent. The settlement resulting from the lawsuit made available approximately 2.2 acres of City-owned land for very low-income farm worker housing and very low- or low-income housing, and obligated the City to provide funds for the development of affordable housing.

With SB 375, each local government is required to adopt a new housing element within 18 months of the adoption of the regional transportation plan and sustainable communities strategy. SB 375 also strengthens the requirements of housing element law in a number of ways. In addition to providing stiff penalties for failing to adopt within the required time, the housing element must now set forth a timeline to implement its required program of actions “such that there will be beneficial impacts of the programs within the planning period.” Also, cities that fail to accommodate low-income housing by completing required rezoning are subject to two enforcement mechanisms: (1) a builder’s remedy and (2) a citywide remedy. Under the builder’s remedy, a developer of a project in which at least 49% of the units are affordable to low-income households is entitled to develop on any site proposed for rezoning in the housing element as if the site has already been rezoned (even if it has not). Under the citywide remedy, any interested person can sue to compel the local government to complete rezoning. Because the builder’s remedy is available only to developers building at least 49% of units in their projects as affordable housing, it may be a helpful tool for nonprofits needing adequately zoned properties.

Action Items: Housing elements in Southern California are required to be adopted in 2013. Remember, both the regional sustainable communities strategy and the housing element have to address the state allocated regional housing need. Strong affordable housing programs in the housing element can therefore help ensure the sustainable communities strategy (adopted in 2012) is implemented in an equitable way in your city. Participate in your local government’s housing element update process to advocate for strong affordable housing provisions around transit, including financing and land use tools for preservation and production of affordable housing. Local governments must submit an annual report to the California Department of Housing and Community Development documenting progress in meeting regional housing needs. Monitor the required annual report and local government’s compliance with housing element law. Advocate for compliance with existing affordable housing programs in a jurisdiction’s housing element. Consider use of housing element remedies to compel compliance where cities fail to take actions required by housing element law.

3. Redevelopment

For many years, state redevelopment law has set forth a statutory scheme allowing municipalities to capture a portion of the property tax (known as tax increment) to revitalize blighted communities. Twenty percent of the tax

[O]ur future prosperity as a nation will depend on the people and places that have been left behind...

—PolicyLink
increment must generally be used for affordable housing through a “housing fund.” This valuable resource has become the State of California’s largest source of affordable housing financing (second only to the federal low-income housing tax credit) and has helped produce over 78,000 affordable homes in California. In many cities, including Los Angeles, current and proposed transit corridors cut directly through designated redevelopment project areas.

On December 29, 2011, the California Supreme Court issued an opinion in California Redevelopment Association, et al. v. Matosantos, Case No. S194861, which upholds recently adopted state legislation calling for the dissolution of California’s 400+ redevelopment agencies to help balance the state budget. The ruling also strikes down an associated piece of legislation allowing agencies to survive if they make certain payments to the state. Agencies dissolved February 1, 2012. At the publication date of this guide, no legislation had yet been passed to reverse the impacts of the decision.

**Action Items:** Redevelopment has long provided a critical source of funding targeted at revitalizing low-income communities. Despite abuses by certain agencies, it has been a lifeline for poor, disinvested communities and residents who have benefited from the housing and jobs the funding has created. Advocate for the affordable housing stream of dollars to continue to be dedicated to increasing and preserving the supply of affordable housing in redevelopment project areas as required by applicable law. Also, monitor disposition of real property and other assets by successor agencies to redevelopment agencies, and advocate for these assets to continue to be dedicated for affordable housing and community-serving purposes.

Likewise, monitor any tax increment legislation that is enacted to ensure it requires investment in low-income communities, production and preservation of affordable housing, no net loss, and the provision of relocation and replacement housing as part of any public financing package.

### 4. Value Capture

It is widely established that transit development brings with it increased property values near transit stations as a result of its associated economic, social, and environmental benefits. “Value capture” refers to efforts to tap into these rising property values in order to help fund public facilities and programs, including affordable housing. For private actors, this means leveraging the increased value of property surrounding transit stations to create lucrative development opportunities—spurring land speculation and resulting in gentrification and displacement pressures on low-income residents and small local businesses. For municipalities, this means helping to fund public facilities and programs, including affordable housing, and can include strategies like inclusionary housing, tax assessment and tax increment, development fees, and public-private partnerships to develop community-serving TODs. With the demise of redevelopment tax increment financing in California, it is important to implement other forms of transit value capture before property values go up as a result of Measure R and other investments.

Under the recently enacted Senate Bill 310, a city may participate in a “transit priority project program” by passing an ordinance to so participate and by forming an infrastructure financing district. The infrastructure financing district allows the use of tax increment to secure the issuance of bonds in order to fund the provision of facilities and services to the area. Developments that qualify as transit priority projects within the infrastructure financing district will be permitted to be built at an increased height of a minimum of three stories. To qualify as a transit priority development project, a development must meet a number of conditions, including proximity to transit, the payment of prevailing wages to construction workers, and at least 20% affordable housing units or the payment of an equivalent in-lieu fee. A district may reimburse a developer of a project located within the district for permit costs and to offset the expenses incurred as a
result of developing the affordable housing. The creation of an infrastructure finance district requires two-thirds approval by voters within the proposed district.

Unlike redevelopment, SB 310 contains no requirement that any percentage of the tax increment proceeds from an infrastructure finance district be devoted to affordable housing. Also, current infrastructure finance district law prohibits the creation of districts in redevelopment project areas, which cut through many existing transit corridors.

**Action Item:** Be aware of the strong possibility that increased transit investment will improve surrounding land values and spur speculative activity. Track and monitor subsidized housing that may be at an increased risk of conversion to market rate rents and rent-stabilized housing that is at risk of conversion to condominiums or demolition.

**Action Items:** Get involved in discussions about the future of tax increment financing in California. Organize and advocate for a system that ensures that increased value from transit investment is directed to low-income communities. Advocate for strong policies that mandate a significant portion of tax increment financing be allocated to the production and preservation of affordable housing for low-income households near transit, and for the provision of relocation and replacement housing as part of any tax increment proposal. Ensure that new tax increment laws do not exclude low-income communities in redevelopment project areas.

**Action Item:** Advocate for other forms of value capture, like development impact fees at the city level, and land use policies at the city and neighborhood levels, to help create needed affordable housing near transit.
C. Neighborhood Input Strategies

Zoning and land use plans that govern a particular neighborhood or community are important in impacting how a community is ultimately developed. There are many types of land use plans that a community might enact to help establish guidance for developers. Discussed below are specific plans, station area plans, and transit village plans. Advocates may note that many of the concepts discussed will apply to many types of land use plans—whether it is the city’s general plan (made up of community plans in Los Angeles), specific plan, transit village plan, or station area plan. These plans may be critical points of entry because they afford the ability to address neighborhood-specific concerns and implement affordable housing strategies in a way that regional planning does not.

1. Specific Plans

A specific plan “is just a step below the general plan in the land use approval hierarchy, and is used to systematically implement the general plan in particular geographical areas.” When adoption is by ordinance, the specific plan effectively becomes a set of zoning regulations that provide specific direction to the type and intensity of uses permitted in the area. If such a plan exists in your neighborhood, the standards set forth in the plan will govern development in the neighborhood, meaning that development proposals will have to be consistent with the plan or they cannot be approved. If the plan contains provisions for affordable housing, these provisions may help enable the preservation and development of affordable housing around transit. For example, the City of San Pablo’s San Pablo Avenue Specific Plan explicitly incorporates programs from its recent housing element in recognition of the benefit of affordable housing close to transit. The plan includes Program H-2.1.6 to explore the feasibility of inclusionary housing requirements, noting “housing around transit stations or along major transit corridors is capable of supporting higher inclusionary housing requirements than other areas of a city” and that “transit areas [are] appropriate locations for affordable housing.”
Metro recently awarded $5 million to local municipalities to develop specific plans, overlay zones, and TOD design guidelines along upcoming transit corridors. The City of Los Angeles received over $3 million for the Crenshaw Corridor, Century/Aviation, and Exposition Corridor specific plans. Other projects receiving funding are the Downtown Santa Monica Specific Plan, Duarte Gold Line Station Area Development Specific Plan, the Culver City TOD Overlay Zone, and the creation of TOD Overlay Zones and TOD design guidelines in the City of Inglewood.91

2. Station Area Plans and Transit Village Plans

Local governments may prepare station area plans or transit village plans to specifically guide development within one half-mile of a transit station.92 A transit village plan will generally provide for increased density near the station, and must also demonstrable public benefits beyond the increase in transit usage, such as affordable housing.93 A station area plan is typically carried out in partnership with the local transit agency, and will include policies and guidelines for land use and public improvement decisions.94 Station area plans and transit village plans can have both mandatory components and more voluntary guidelines.

Action Items: Advocate for the local government to adopt specific plans, transit village plans, or station area plans with strong affordable housing provisions—including inclusionary housing and density bonus policies, no net loss policies, requiring replacement of affordable homes destroyed as a result of development, and granting right of first refusal to nonprofits when subsidized buildings are sold. If the station area or other planning process in your area is delayed, consider advocating for interim guidelines. Finally, any station area plan or transit village plan should be incorporated into the city’s general or specific plan.

3. Community Education

Collective community participation can help provide the basis for changes to land use plans that in turn help prevent (or mitigate) displacement and community disruption. In order for community members to engage fully, they need both resources and accessible opportunities for meaningful involvement, including language access.

Action Items: Advocate for resources for community organizations to educate and engage community residents at all levels of TOD and smart growth planning processes.

D. Project-Specific Input Strategies

If there is a TOD project slated for your community—whether a single building or multi-stage complex development—the earlier advocates get involved the better.

1. Neighborhood Nonprofit Ownership of Properties Located Near Transit

Revitalization, job creation, affordable housing, resident organizing, and asset-building are common goals of community-based organizations. Empowering groups which have already invested significantly in your neighborhood to develop a TOD project can propel a sustained, healthy community responsive to the needs of local residents.95

The Southern California Land Opportunities Tracking System provides information and mapping programs that can help community groups track properties and identify infill opportunities near transit.96 To develop projects with affordable housing near transit, community organizations need immediate access to below-market financing that will cover acquisition costs, allowing them to hold onto properties while seeking more permanent financing.97 Despite the recession, local agencies and community partners are establishing acquisition and TOD funds to provide exactly this type of financing for the development of affordable
housing. In Minneapolis-St. Paul, a partnership of 12 local and national philanthropic organizations are working to “leverage the transit investment to benefit the people and places along the line” by promoting affordable housing creation and preservation. The group has created a fund through which they plan to invest $20 million over ten years.\textsuperscript{98}

Recently, California received its own large-scale TOD acquisition fund. The Bay Area Transit Oriented Development Revolving Loan Fund was established in 2011, with funding from the Metropolitan Transportation Commission’s Livable Communities Program, as well as institutional lenders, foundations, and several local community development financial institutions. The $50 million fund will make loans to affordable housing developers to finance land acquisition near rail and bus lines throughout the region and is projected to help finance the development of 1,100 to 3,800 units of affordable housing near transit.\textsuperscript{99} The first loan made by the fund will help a nonprofit development corporation develop a mixed-use project just two blocks from a BART station. This project will provide 150 affordable units (including 30 units for homeless families) and the neighborhood’s first full-service grocery store.\textsuperscript{100}

**Action Items:**

Support community-based developers who wish to develop affordable housing in your neighborhood. Be proactive in identifying potential sites for nonprofit acquisition and development of affordable housing. Monitor local agency requests for proposals for TOD projects and encourage local community-based corporations to be a part of any competitive bidding processes. As discussed above, be aware of and seek out opportunities to partner with regional transit agencies to develop affordable housing on agency owned land.

**Action Item:** Groups should sign up to be qualified purchasers under state notice law\textsuperscript{101} so they can get notice and exercise rights to make purchase offers for properties at risk of losing their affordability. The notice periods can provide time for tenant and community-based organizations to arrange financing to purchase properties near transit in order to preserve affordability.

**Action Items:**

Encourage your local government to establish a TOD fund that finances projects meeting pre-established, meaningful equity criteria. Identify any existing TOD development funds and ensure local nonprofit affordable housing developers are aware of available opportunities.

2. **Community Benefits Agreements**

Community benefit agreements are contracts between developers and community coalitions that detail a series of commitments that the developer promises to attach to the project in exchange for public support. These agreements require a very time-intensive process and broad coalitions of stakeholders to secure multiple commitments, such as affordable housing, local source hiring provisions, living wages, job training, and childcare facilities.\textsuperscript{102} Community benefits agreements can be attractive mechanisms for TOD projects because they can provide communities with benefits particular to the needs of local residents. On the other hand, a strong station area plan, specific plan, or other guidelines have the potential to achieve equitable TOD in a more far-reaching way—beyond the impact of individual projects—as well as to provide significant influence in negotiations for community benefits agreements.

**Action Items:** Identify and engage early on in the public participation process around a project. Identify sources of political, legal, and community leverage, and develop opportunities for community coalition building.
3. **CEQA**

As previously discussed, SB 375 provides streamlined CEQA review (up to full exemptions) for residential projects and transit priority projects that are consistent with either the sustainable communities strategy or alternative planning strategy.

**Residential Projects**

Residential projects are defined as having at least 75% of total building square footage devoted to residential usage or 50% if the project also qualifies as a transit priority project, as described below. If a residential project incorporates all feasible mitigation measures required by a previous applicable environmental impact report, as part of its environmental impact assessment it will not be required to reference, describe, or discuss (1) growth-inducing impacts, (2) project-specific or cumulative impacts from cars and light-duty truck trips on global warming or the regional transportation network, nor (3) reduced residential density alternatives to address the effects of car and light-duty truck trips generated by the project.

**Transit Priority Projects**

Transit priority projects must include at least 50% residential uses, have at least 20 dwelling units per acre, and be located within a half mile of a major transit stop or high-quality transit corridor in the regional transportation plan. Projects meeting these criteria can qualify for either a full CEQA exemption or a partial one.

Among the 16 requirements for the full CEQA exemption, the project must be no larger than eight acres or 200 residential units, must not result in any net loss of affordable housing units, must be 15% more energy efficient than required and incorporate landscaping designed to achieve 25% less water usage, and must provide either a minimum of five acres per 1,000 residents of open space or 20% moderate-income housing, 10% low-income housing, or 5% very low-income housing (or in-lieu fees sufficient to result in the development of an equivalent amount of units).

**Other CEQA Exemptions**

California has enacted legislation, effective January 1, 2012, that offers additional CEQA streamlining to several categories of projects, including “environmental leadership projects” and certain infill development projects. An

---

**Community Benefits In South Los Angeles**

In February 2011, a coalition of local community-based organizations in South LA, effectively mobilized and educated local residents in negotiating a community benefits agreement with developer Geoffrey H. Palmer around a proposed luxury housing development located near a newly developed light rail line. The development site was formerly occupied by the Orthopaedic Hospital and zoned, in part, for medical, hospital, and educational uses. The campaign relied on strong organizing, emphasizing the project’s location in the most medically underserved area in Los Angeles, as well as focused attention on the lack of affordable housing around new transit stations and the rising costs of gentrification and displacement.

Although there was no direct public subsidy going into the project, the coalition succeeded in negotiating a wide-range of benefits by combining the power of community organizing with a series of legal levers. The resulting community benefits agreement brings medical services to potentially 20,000 patients a year, an affordable housing trust fund, construction and permanent job programs for local residents, small business rental subsidies, a revolving loan fund for small businesses, and a fund to help implement community-based transit-oriented strategies in South LA. This agreement demonstrates that community residents, actively engaged in the planning process, can help shape developments that provide benefit to communities in which they are built.
environmental leadership project must be certified by the Governor and the Joint Legislative Budget Committee, and, if it is a residential, commercial, sports, cultural, entertainment, or recreational use project, be located on an infill site, be certified LEED Silver, achieve 10% greater transportation efficiency than comparable projects, and be consistent with the sustainable communities strategy or alternative planning strategy. The project must also result in an investment of at least $100 million, create living wage jobs, and achieve zero net additional greenhouse gas emissions.

The legislation also permits CEQA streamlining for qualifying infill projects. In order to qualify, projects must meet a long list of requirements, including satisfying statewide standards for infill projects that will be developed by the Natural Resources Agency by January 1, 2013.108

Action Items: Determine if projects in your community are seeking streamlined CEQA review (or exemptions) and be prepared to advance arguments for affordable housing in compliance with the sustainable communities strategy or alternative planning strategy to take advantage of this incentive. In other cases, the CEQA public input process may be an available tool to advocate for mitigation measures that help alleviate the project’s environmental impact. Time periods for public comment on draft environmental impact reports can run as short as 30 days, so remain vigilant in monitoring proposed developments in your community. Also, monitor proposals to modify or reform CEQA and understand how any such changes to CEQA will also affect development around transit and affordable housing.

4. Health Impact Assessments

A health impact assessment is a “combination of procedures, methods, and tools by which a policy or project may be judged as to its potential effects on the health of a population, and the distribution of those effects within the population.”109 Health impact assessments are a proactive land use tool for advocates to ensure that government agencies, developers, and planners thoroughly consider and study the public health implications of a proposed development, plan, or policy as part of the review process before proceeding with the project. For example, advocates in St. Paul, Minnesota recently completed a health impact assessment of a light rail line and proposed zone change in a high-poverty, ethnically diverse neighborhood. As a result of the assessment, the St. Paul City Council voted to study the feasibility of two of the study’s key recommendations: inclusionary zoning tied to indicators of improved housing market conditions around station areas and a density bonus program.110

Health impact assessments are a relatively new tool in the planning world, and there are no current regulations requiring them. However, they have great potential to demonstrate that affordable housing and other community-serving purposes must be included part and parcel with new development in order to build a healthy community for all residents.

Action Item: Educate advocates and other stakeholders about the need to assess public health in connection with development around transit and potential tools to do so, including health impact assessments. Determine whether a health impact assessment is appropriate for a particular project, or whether it can be incorporated into the local land use plan.

[Without a specific focus on preserving affordable housing in walkable neighborhoods, there is a danger that the objectives of both public health and smart growth will be compromised.]

–Jeffrey Lubell, Center for Housing Policy
Identify and Use Points of Leverage Associated With Federal and State Funding

The guide has outlined several tools to impact four distinct phases of transit-oriented development and smart growth planning: the regional, municipal, neighborhood, and project-specific levels. It is also important to note that there are many points of leverage associated with state and federal funding. Advocates can use the types of hooks described below to help make their case on the ground for equitable, inclusive development.

A. Impacting and Monitoring Federal and State Funding and Evaluation Criteria

Often, advocates hear about a development project or transit expansion project after it has already been funded. Impacting the process at the point at which public funds are disbursed may be a more systemic and effective way to guide transit expansion and development so that it is more responsive to community needs.

As an example, on January 26, 2012, a community and labor coalition succeeded in establishing a construction careers policy/project labor agreement applicable to any project funded by Metro (including federally-funded projects) with a life-of-project budget of $2.5 million or more. All of the transit projects that fall under the construction careers policy are funded by Measure R. The policy requires all covered projects to complete 40% of work hours using individuals who live in areas of high poverty. Of that 40%, 10% of work hours must be performed by individuals who meet at least two of the policy’s “disadvantaged worker” criteria, which will help establish jobs for those emancipated from foster care, single parents, recipients of public assistance, those with a history of involvement in the criminal justice system, and veterans, among others. The policy also contains anti-discrimination language affirming the obligation of Metro and its contractors to comply with both federal and state civil rights laws.

The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) is also currently proposing to change the way it evaluates grant proposals for its major capital investment program, New Starts. Advocates have already recognized this as a critical window of opportunity to help shape transit investments in a more inclusive way and have recommended that the evaluation criteria include incentives for applicants to preserve and expand affordable housing near transit stations. (Comments on the proposed rule are due March 26, 2012.)

Monitoring of projects applying for funding is also important. For example, at the state level, Proposition 1C, the Housing and Emergency Trust Fund Act of 2006, included millions of dollars for mixed-income housing in TODs across California. In a 2009 Housing California report analyzing the first round, a concern was noted that projects might be funded that did not increase the supply of affordable housing. In one project, where a developer was awarded a TOD grant to rehabilitate former single-room occupancy apartments, Housing California found that prior to the application, the owner had emptied the building, closing 297 single-room occupancy apartments and resulting in a net loss of affordable units. The project was located in downtown Los Angeles, a “prime area for gentrification despite the large number of people who are homeless.” For advocates, cases such as this are a wake-up call to assess parameters for distribution of public funding and to monitor local projects that apply for public funding.

B. Application of Selected Civil Rights Laws

Federal and state funds also come with civil rights levers. Although this guide does not attempt to summarize all relevant federal and state civil rights laws, below, it briefly highlights Title VI of the Civil Rights Act and the Federal
Fair Housing Act with examples of recent use by equity advocates.

1. **Title VI and Compliance Reviews**

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination based on race, color, or national origin in any program or activity that receives federal funding. California has a similar law prohibiting discrimination in state-funded activities.

The Department of Transportation has further implemented Title VI through regulations, prohibiting discrimination based on race, color, or national origin in programs receiving transportation funding. These regulations not only prohibit intentional discrimination, but also actions that have an impermissible discriminatory impact on communities of color. Failure to comply could potentially result in a loss of funding.

The regulations authorize the FTA to conduct a compliance review to determine whether a grant recipient is complying with its Title VI obligations. The FTA may choose to engage in a compliance review for a number of reasons, including in response to an administrative complaint or lawsuit brought by an affected party. After the review, the FTA will issue a report which may include specific corrective actions. If a grantee fails to take the necessary corrective actions, the FTA may suspend financial assistance or refer the matter to the Department of Justice.

Advocates have used Title VI and the compliance review process to gain leverage in equity advocacy. In 2009, three community-based organizations filed an administrative complaint challenging BART’s controversial Oakland Airport Connector project, alleging that BART violated Title VI, the regulations, and the FTA Title VI circular. In response, the FTA conducted a compliance review. The complaint ultimately resulted in the FTA pulling $70 million in stimulus funds from the project—funds that were recaptured by Bay Area transit agencies to maintain existing service. More recently, advocates filed an administrative complaint against Metro, challenging its fare increases and service cuts. The complaint resulted in an FTA compliance review, finding several critical deficiencies in Metro’s Title VI compliance. The report brought publicity to Metro’s discriminatory practices and may prove to be a useful advocacy resource in the future.

2. **Environmental Justice Executive Order and the Equity Analysis**

Executive Order 12898, known as the Environmental Justice (EJ) Executive Order, directs each federal agency to “make achieving environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low income populations”—this is known as the “equity analysis.” The EJ Executive Order contains no enforcement mechanism. However, its scope is broader than Title VI in that it requires grantees to consider impacts on low-income populations.

The EJ Executive Order has long required an equity analysis on adoption of the federally-required regional transportation plan. Now, due to SB 375, this extends to the state-required sustainable communities strategy. The goal of such an analysis is typically to ensure that low-income communities and communities of color in the region share equitably in the plan’s benefits without bearing a disproportionate share of the burdens. The Southern California Association of Governments is completing an equity analysis in connection with the sustainable communities strategy slated for adoption in April 2012. Advocates can review the equity analysis, provide comment, and use the impacts they observe in their communities on residents of color and low-income residents to help inform the analysis.
3. The Obligation to Affirmatively Further Fair Housing

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) requires each local government that receives HUD funding to certify that it is affirmatively furthering fair housing. Many jurisdictions in Southern California, including the City and County of Los Angeles, receive HUD funding and are periodically required to complete analysis of impediments to fair housing every three to five years. These jurisdictions must conduct an analysis of impediments to fair housing choice and take actions to overcome the effects of these impediments. Failure to comply with these requirements may result in serious consequences, including a loss of HUD funding.

In 2009, a court in Westchester County found that the County had entirely failed to analyze race-based impediments to fair housing in its analysis of impediments. The court case resulted in a settlement under which the County agreed to create hundreds of houses and apartments for moderate-income people in white communities and to aggressively market them to minorities. Advocates should keep a look out for meeting notices in their jurisdiction, and ensure their jurisdiction adequately analyzes laws, regulations, and policies that have the effect of restricting housing choices on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, disability, familial status, or national origin. These effects may include, among others, zoning and inequitable distribution of infrastructure or public services.
Conclusion

The time is now for Southern California to grow smarter. Measure R, SB 375, and transit-related investments and smart growth policies are primed to help the region do just that, by reducing greenhouse gas emissions and improving our built environment. Of course, growing smarter also means addressing the potential downsides of smart growth. This means recognizing the risk of increased housing costs, disruption of communities, and displacement of residents with low income—and enacting policies and spending public dollars in ways that are meaningfully informed by the community residents that are most impacted by transit forces. Smart growth policies and investments that are *coordinated* with affordable housing policies can help capitalize on the profound potential that these forces bring to the region for healthy, connected, and inclusive communities. In this time of declining government budgets, it is more important than ever that transit-oriented development policies deliberately incorporate equity principles to help meet the dire need in our region for homes that everyone can afford.

This guide outlines points of entry for advocates to provide input into planning and transit development at four distinct decision-making levels—regional, municipal, neighborhood, and project-specific. Federal and state levers also exist to help advocates make their case at the local and regional levels.

Meaningful community input in sustainable communities processes, using the tools outlined in this guide, serves a number of purposes. It can help ensure that the build out of our transit system is implemented in an equitable way that includes, rather than excludes, the needs of our existing residents and communities. And, it will help inform and establish policies that retain opportunities for low-income core transit riders to live near transit, thereby helping to achieve the hoped-for emissions reductions that have motivated the smart growth movement.

Southern California’s future is riding on the choices we make today about development around transit. As we hurtle faster and faster toward becoming a more sustainable region, now is the time for growth strategies that leave no one behind.
### APPENDIX: SELECTED STRATEGIES

**TO CREATE AND PRESERVE AFFORDABLE HOUSING NEAR TRANSIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Input Level</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Action Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>REGIONAL</td>
<td>Sustainable Communities Strategy</td>
<td>Support groups commenting on the sustainable communities strategy and the equity analysis in your region. Get involved in the next stage of SB 375 implementation – the housing element – at the municipal level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Land Disposition and Development Policies</td>
<td>Advocate for changes to transit agencies’ disposition of surplus land and joint development policies that promote the preservation and expansion of affordable housing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Local Policies and Ordinances</td>
<td>Advocate for inclusionary housing, density bonuses, and TOD acquisition funds. Support TOD overlay zones that increase the availability of affordable housing with no displacement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Housing Element</td>
<td>Participate in the 2013 housing element update process, obtain annual reports, monitor compliance with housing element law, and use housing element remedies to compel compliance where cities fail to take actions required by law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Redevelopment</td>
<td>Advocate for the affordable housing stream of dollars to be dedicated to increasing and preserving the supply of affordable housing in redevelopment project areas. Advocate for disposition of assets by redevelopment successor agencies for community-serving purposes. Monitor any replacement tax increment legislation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Value Capture</td>
<td>Advocate for value capture systems that reinvest public dollars in low-income communities – and that don’t exclude redevelopment project areas. Ensure new public subsidy strategies require no net loss, no displacement, relocation and replacement housing and an overall increase in the supply of affordable homes. Advocate for the use of development impact fees at the city level, and land use policies at the city and neighborhood levels, to help create and preserve affordable housing near transit. Track and monitor subsidized and rent-stabilized homes at risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-14</td>
<td>MUNICIPAL</td>
<td>Specific Plans</td>
<td>Advocate for adoption of specific plans (and community plans in Los Angeles) with strong affordable housing provisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Station Area Plans and Transit Village Plans</td>
<td>Advocate for the adoption of station area plans and transit village plans with strong affordable housing provisions. For consistency, incorporate these plans into the local land use plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Community Education</td>
<td>Advocate for resources for community organizations to educate and engage community residents at all levels of TOD and smart growth planning processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-17</td>
<td>NEIGHBORHOOD</td>
<td>Neighborhood Nonprofit Ownership</td>
<td>Support neighborhood nonprofit acquisition of TOD projects. Sign up to get notice and exercise rights to make offers for at-risk properties. Coordinate land acquisition strategies with public agencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Community Benefits Agreements</td>
<td>Engage in the public participation process around a project. Develop opportunities for community coalition building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)</td>
<td>Comment on the environmental impacts of proposed projects and advocate for mitigation measures including affordable housing. Monitor proposals to change CEQA for their effect on transit and affordable housing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-20</td>
<td>PROJECT-SPECIFIC</td>
<td>Health Impact Assessments</td>
<td>Determine whether a health impact assessment is appropriate for a particular project, or whether it should be incorporated into the local land use plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 For space considerations, this guide provides a brief overview of selected legal tools. It is not intended to be a comprehensive listing of all tools. Municipal, regional and project-specific strategies often involve application of state and federal law. Where applicable, a brief discussion of these laws has been included.
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Disclaimer

Nothing herein is to be considered as rendering legal advice for specific cases or circumstances. This guide is not intended to be a comprehensive review of every transit-oriented development strategy or tool. For more detailed information, readers are encouraged to obtain legal advice from their own legal counsel or contact an attorney with Public Counsel's Community Development Project.